
MOA (since 1995)

（Microlensing Observation in Astrophysics）
（ New Zealand/Mt. John Observatory, Latitude： 44°S, Alt:    1029m ）



MOA (until ~1500)
（the world largest bird in NZ）

l height:3.5ｍ

l weight:250kg

l can not fly

l Extinct 500 years ago

（Maori ate them)



MOA-II 1.8m
Mirror : 1.8m
CCD   : 80M pix.(12x15cm)      
FOV   : 2.2 deg.2

(10 times as full moon)



Prime focus camera



Gravitational Microlensing
star

observer
lens

distortion of space due to gravity  

100µarcsec.
✧If a lens is a star, 

elongation of images is an 
order of 100µarcsec.

✧Just see a star magnified
✧Einstein predicted 1936, but concluded 
impossible to observe. Event rate is 1/1M

Science, 1936

l 1986

Watch Millions stars
Paczynski



planetary microlensing

Time scale: tp~M1/2 ~1day(MJ)

Sensitive to Cold planets
outside of snowline (~3asnow)



Sensitivity of  various methods
•RV
•transit 
•Direct image
•Microlensing：

not rely on flux from host

•1-6 AU        ： beyond snow line
•small planet： down to Earth
•Faint star  :M-dwarf, brown dwarf
•No host     ： free floating planet
•Far system: galactic distribution



Survey towards the Galactic Bulge

✧why？

è need Wide Field for Many stars

Probability:
è Microlensing      :  ~10-6 events/yr/star

Planetary event :  ~10-2

G.C.
Sun

Time scale ~ 30days       (M¤)
~ a few days (MJup)
~ hours (MÅ)

è need high cadence

８kpc



Observational fields by MOA

•50 deg.2(20Mstars)

1obs./night.(>MJup)
•1obs./95min.(Mjup)
1obs./47min. (Mnep)
1obs./15min. (MÅ)

è~600events /yr
http://www.massey.ac.nz/~iabond/alert/alert.html

G.C.



An Exposure toward GB 



Difference Image Analysis (DIA)

Observed subtracted



Study the galactic structure & 

Optimize WFIRST microlensing survey fields 
by mapping the event rate

Event rate vary by a factor of 2 （peak is at l=1°）

WFIRST

(Sumi et al. 2013)

Event rate map in optical

G.C.Galactic disk

l (degree)
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1.7 Earth-mass planet in a binary system
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Figure 1: OGLE-2013-BLG-0341 lightcurve. Upper panels: lightcurve features (C through
F), induced by main caustic due to binary, are seen as source passes close to planet host. The

entrance has a sharp break (C) indicating a caustic crossing, while the exit does not (EF), in-
dicating a cusp exit. Lower-left: low amplitude “bump” (A) due to sources passage relatively

far from binary companion to host, ∼ 300 days earlier. Lower-right: “dip” (B) due to planet
“annihilating” one of the the two main images of the source.
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Gould+2014

OGLE-2013-BLG-0341/MOA-2013-
BLG-260

Figure 2: Geometry of OGLE-2013-BLG-0341 “Wide minus” solution. This includes locations

of the host (M∗), planet (Mp), and companion (Mc), and of the caustics (closed curves of for-
mally infinite magnification) that induce strong perturbations in the lightcurve. Source position
is shown at six key times (ABCDEF) corresponding to lightcurve features in Fig. 1. Middle

panel: Zoom of planetary caustic (left) and central caustic (right) giving rise to “dip” and main
peak seen in Fig. 1. Central caustic and lens positions are shown at two different epochs (“A”

and “E”) separated by ∼ 300 days during which it changed its shape and orientation due to
binary orbital motion as described in Supplements. Upper panel: Further zoom showing source
(yellow) to scale. Blue and red caustics and circles indicate lens geometries at times of “bump”

(A) and main peak (D), respectively. One unit on x-axis corresponds to tE = 33 days in time.
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peak
At A

Source trajectory companion Planetary 
system

Dl=911.00±0.07kpc
Mc=0.121±0.009M¤

Mh=0.113±0.009M¤

Mp=1.66±0.18 ME

a=0.70±0.02AU

Linear approximation of  orbit
α(t)=α0+dα/dt(t−tfix)
s(t)=s0 +ds/dt(t−tfix) 

The Astrophysical Journal, 764:64 (6pp), 2013 February 10 Shin et al.

Figure 2. Geometry of the lens systems corresponding to the close (upper panel) and wide-binary (lower panel) solutions. In each panel, the cuspy figures indicate
the caustics at the times marked in the upper panel. The dots marked by M1 and M2 represent the binary components, where the bigger dot represents the heavier
component. The curve with an arrow represents the source trajectory. Right panels show enlargements of the region around the caustic where the deviation occurred.
The coordinates (ξ, η) are centered at the center of mass of the binary and all lengths are scaled by the angular Einstein radius corresponding to the total mass of the
binary lens. The ξ -axis is set as the binary axis at the time HJD′ = HJD − 2, 450,000 = 5640.0.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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which must obey (KE/PE)⊥ ! KE/PE, where KE/PE is the
ratio of (three-dimensional) kinetic to potential energy (Dong
et al. 2009). Here, M is the total mass of the binary system,
r⊥ = sDLθE is the physical projected separation between the
lens components, and DL represents the distance to the lens. An
energy ratio greater than unity implies that a binary system is
dynamically unbound.

To determine the energy ratio, we must measure the total mass
and distance to the lens. We determine these quantities from the
measured lens parallax and the angular Einstein radius by

M = θE

κπE
, (4)

and

DL = AU
πEθE + πS

, (5)

where πE = (πE,N
2 +πE,E

2)1/2, πS = AU/DS, and DS represent
the distance to the source star. The Einstein radius is measured
by θE = θ⋆/ρ⋆. The normalized source radius ρ⋆ is determined
from light curve fitting. In this process, we consider the limb-
darkening variation of the source star’s surface by modeling
the surface brightness profile as Sλ = (Fλ/πθ⋆

2)[1 − Γλ(1 −
3 cos ψ/2)], where Γλ is the linear limb-darkening coefficient,
Fλ is the source star flux, and ψ is the angle between the normal
to the source star’s surface and the line of sight toward the star.
We adopt ΓR = 0.53 and ΓI = 0.44 based on the source type
determined by the procedure described below. We estimate the
angular source radius θ⋆ from the dereddened color (V −I )0 and
brightness I0 using an instrumental color–magnitude diagram
(Yoo et al. 2004). For the event, we estimate the instrumental
color of the source based on a linear regression method by using
multi-band (V and I) OGLE data. Then, we measure the offset

Table 2
Physical Lens Parameters

Parameter Close Wide

M (M⊙) 1.08+0.05
−0.24 1.80 ± 0.05

M1 (M⊙) 0.43+0.02
−0.10 1.58 ± 0.04

M2 (M⊙) 0.65+0.03
−0.14 0.22 ± 0.01

θE (mas) 1.17 ± 0.01 2.88 ± 0.02

µ (mas yr−1) 8.04 ± 0.02 8.05 ± 0.06

DL (kpc) 3.54+0.06
−0.45 1.45 ± 0.03

(KE/PE)⊥ 0.38+0.02
−0.05 9.84 ± 0.58

Notes. M: total mass of the close binary, M1 and M2: masses of the binary
components, θE: angular Einstein radius, µ: relative lens-source proper motion,
DL: distance to the lens, (KE/PE)⊥: transverse kinetic to potential energy ratio.

∆[(V − I ), I ] = (−0.24, +1.41) of the source star from the
centroid of the bulge giant clump, whose dereddened position is
known independently, [(V − I ), I ]0,c = (1.06, 14.41) (Bensby
et al. 2011; Nataf et al. 2012). This yields the dereddened color
and magnitude of the source star (V − I, I )0,S = (0.82, 15.79),
indicating that the source is a low-luminosity bulge giant.
Figure 4 shows the locations of the source star and the centroid
of the giant clump in the color–magnitude diagram constructed
based on OGLE data. Once the dereddened V−I color of the
source star is measured, it is translated into V−K color by using
the V−I versus V−K relations of Bessell & Brett (1988), and
then the angular source radius is estimated by using the relation
between V−K colors and angular stellar radii given by Kervella
et al. (2004).

In Table 2, we list the projected kinetic to potential energy
ratios for the close- and wide-binary solutions along with the
determined physical quantities. For the close-binary solution,
this ratio [(KE/PE)⊥ = 0.4] is smaller than unity, implying that
the binary-lens system is dynamically stable. By contrast, for
the wide-binary solution, this ratio [(KE/PE)⊥ = 9.8] is much
larger than unity, implying that the binary system is dynamically
unstable, and thus the wide binary cannot be the solution of the
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<1 to be bound 
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TS+2016

MOA-2013-BLG-605: the Neptune analog planet
q=3x10-4, s=2.3,   
Neptune or super Earth around Brown-dwarf



Short Binary Events

Wide-binaries (d = 2.2, 1.2) with planetary 
and brown dwarf mass ratios of q =  0.013 
and 0.047



Background: CV or moving objects

a CV gives a poor microlensing 
fit, often with low magnification 
and an unphysically bright 
source 

Moving object
flares

Moving object gives symmetric 
but unphysical microlensing fit, 
often with low magnification and 
an unphysically bright source 


